DRIVe is the complete solution to reducing the number
of uninsured motorists operating on roadways across the
nation. Using the components listed below, DRIVe can
accurately identify those who are uninsured and give
them the opportunity to resolve their insurance status.
In addition, DRIVe can then report lingering offenders to
their respective state for further action.

DRIVe Features

• Insurance Data Matching
• Event-Based Verification Procedures
• Large-Scale Database Construction and 			
Administration
• Ongoing Verification Programs
• Web-Based Verification Programs
• Call Center Services
• Correspondence Processing
• Customized Reporting

Complete Solution
Using a combination of proactive and reactive approaches
to insurance verification, DRIVe helps state agencies
reduce the amount of uninsured motorists. The system
IDENTIFIES uninsured motorists and mails notifications
to the registered vehicle owner; CONFIRMS whether the
vehicle has been insured, sold or is actually registered
to another driver; and REPORTS uninsured vehicles
and drivers allowing state agencies to be more efficient
in enforcing laws and regulations regarding uninsured
motorists.

Unique Solution
DRIVe offers unique features to increase productivity and
provide secure and efficient services. The DRIVe team
oversees the entire process —from the beginning of the
project through ongoing maintenance and support. The
following list of unique features can be combined and
customized to fit the needs of individual state programs.
• Insurance Data Collection & Maintenance
• Registration to Insurance Matching
• Driver’s License Matching
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High Volume, Rapid Queries
Professional Customer Service
PMBOK Project Management & Monitoring
Secure System Hosting
Unique & Proven Business Model
Secure Web Services
Detailed System Reporting
Help Desk Services
Unparalleled Matching Accuracy Rates
Ongoing Verification
Public Information Campaigns

SMART Solution
The DRIVe team has extensive experience in insurance
data matching—processing millions of inquiries quickly
and accurately—and implementing insurance verification
programs across the nation. Our ability to meet industry
standards and to employ cutting-edge technologies
allows states to seek less obtrusive and more efficient
ways to enforce financial responsibility laws.

SECURE—Protects insurer, state agency and driver

information while maintaining measures to prevent
security and confidentiality breaches.
EASURABLE—Provides full audit trails of all
transactions and reports of all system metrics.
CCURATE—Provides trustworthy responses to inquiries
and prevents needless correspondence from being sent to
drivers.
ELIABLE—Uses the most successful ongoing
verification process software and maintains successful
processing of massive quantities of records.
IMELY—Honors data exchange between insurers and
state agencies while completing inquiries within users’
expected time frames.
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Summary
DRIVe is the most technologically-advanced system in
the nation to combat the problem of uninsured motorists.
For more information, contact Leah Stowe, Director
of Account Management at 334.466.3065 or Patrick
Manning, Director of Public Safety Business Development
at 334.466.3076.
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